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The plan for changing the women's quota percentage 
 in the Kurdistan Parliament 

A critical view of the proportional representatives List 
Related to the women’s quota 

Preface 
Quota is a linguistic phrase that denotes (section, share) and its incorporation 
as a concept in the laws governing parliamentary elections in various countries 
and regions in order to facilitate and to provide a number of representative 
seats for the marginalized group In the realm of politics, This marginalization is 
caused by political and social cultural constraints (such as those faced by 
women) or by a lack of numbers (such as ethnics, sectarian and religious 
structures, those with disabilities). 
At the Chinese Congress in 1995, it was resolved that women's involvement in 
the world's parliaments should not be less than 30%, since if women's 
participation was lower than that, parliament would be monopolized 
exclusively by men. Later, as a result of this decision, a World Parliamentarians 
Union study published on 01-11-2021 notes that the level of women's 
involvement in the 193 country's parliaments has improved as a result of the 
implementation of approaches, In addition, women outnumber in the (60) 
state legislatures more than 30 percent, Rawanda is the first, with women 
constituting (49) of the 80 parliamentarians, which equals (61.3%). 
The Kurdistan Parliament has held five elections in the past1, with the 
exception of its first election, on (09-05-1992), since there was no women's 
quota and six female candidates were elected to parliament. Following the 
addition of a women's quota in Iraq's national constitution and the election 
law for the Iraqi Representatives Council, a women's quota was adopted in the 
Kurdistan Parliamentary Election Law No. 1 of 1992, It was then adopted into 

                                                           
1 Five elections for the Kurdistan Parliament have been held since the 1991 uprising: (First Round - May 1992), 
(Second Round - January 2005), (Third Round - July 2009), and (Fourth Round - September 2013). (5th Round - 
September 2018). 
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Provincial, District, and Sub-District Councils Election Law No. 4 of 2009, 
requiring at least 30% of parliamentary and provincial council members to be 
women. (Please see Table No. -1) 
Quota methods 
Although several women's quota systems are used in parliaments around the 
world2, two quota methods are being used in the elected councils of the Iraqi 
Kurdistan Region, as shown below: 
 

First method: 
Determining the minimal percentage of representation in parliament 
This method is utilized for women's quota in the Iraqi Kurdistan Region3, and 
the number of female candidates and seats in both parliament and provincial 
council legislation should not be less than (30%)4, implying that it is not limited 
and can be greater than 30%. In this manner, it is called "the best losers of 
female candidates", it means that, one of the party's three candidates on the 
ballot must be female. Following the announcement of the election results, 
the worst male winner will be replaced by the best loser female candidate.  
 

Second method: 
Allocating a restricted number of seats in parliament 
This method of Kurdistan's electoral laws is the allocation of 11 seats to 
minorities (5 seats for The Chaldean serian and Assyrian, 5 seats for the 
Turkmen, 1 seat for the Armenian).The difference between this method and 

                                                           
2 According to certain election resources, three forms of women quotas are implemented in national and 
regional parliaments: Women's Legislated Candidate Quotas, Voluntary Party Quotas, and Reserved Seats 
Quotas 

3 The modified Kurdistan Parliamentary Elections Law No. 1 of 1992, Article 22. As well as provision 2 of 
Article 7 of the Kurdistan Regional Government's Provincial, District, and District Election Law No. 4 of 2009. 

4 The permanent Iraqi constitution declares that "the proportion of women representing members of the 
Iraqi Council should not be less than (25%  () ، Section 3 of Article 49) 
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the first method is that the number of seats allotted is fixed and does not 
change. 
 
 
 

Relationship between  
women’s quotas and the electoral systems 
The number of seats in constituencies determines the relationship between 
electoral systems and women's quotas. In a nutshell, "If the electoral systems' 
constituencies have just one seat, such as (the First Past The Post “FPT”), two-
round “TR”, alternative vote “AV”, borda Count “BC”)) The women's quota 
cannot be accommodated at this time, due to the fact that it cannot be split, 
On the other hand, women candidates have a slim possibility of capturing the 
lone seat. On the contrary, if the electoral systems' constituencies have a 
several number of seats, as in (proportional representation list “PRL”, Single 
Non- Transferable vote “SNTV”, Block vote “BV”, The Limited Vote “LV”), at 
this moment, the women's quota will be accommodated by the 
abovementioned electoral systems and and will generate various results. 
 

Women's quotas and the 
 Iraqi Kurdistan parliament's electoral system 
In the last five rounds of Kurdistan's parliamentary elections, the Proportional 
Representative List electoral system was utilized, and there is only one 
constituency, which Kurdish parties are competing for 100 seats, with at least 
30% of its parliamentary seats reserved for women's quota candidates (the 
best losers of women's candidates). 
The difficulty with this proportional representation system is that the number 
of votes cast by the majority of winning candidates (both men and women) is 
fewer than the electoral quota. Furthermore, the votes received by the 
winners are insufficient for them to obtain seats; they must rely on votes 
transferred to them from their party list.  
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in this circumstance, it cannot be required that the number of female winning 
candidates in parliament who won as a result of transferring votes and whose 
total number of votes is less than or equal to the election quota be increased. 
 

Towards Positive changing 
 in the women’s quota 
To be able to advocate for an increase in the number of female lawmakers in 
the Kurdistan Parliament, the first step is to abandon the proportional 
representation list system in favor of one of the majority/plurality electoral 
systems and become one of the majority/plurality electoral systems, with 
multi-seat constituencies. because in this majority electoral system, the 
candidates' votes will not be transferred to them and will come out with their 
voices, paving the way for women leaders to reach the point where, in the 
second step, At the very least, legislators will be forced to raise the percentage 
of women's quota from (30%) to (40%) or (50%); otherwise, remaining in the 
current electoral system of the proportional representation list will not allow 
for an increase in the number of leader women candidates in the Kurdistan 
Parliament, trapping women's political participation in a closed circle for a 
longer period, in addition to the stagnation and rotation around the current 
rate. 
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Sources: 
• The Kurdistan Parliamentary Election Law No. 1 of 1992 has been amended. 
• The Kurdistan region's provincial, district and district council election law No. 
4 of 2009 has been amended. 
• Permanent Constitution of Iraq (2005). 
• Independent High Electoral Commission and Kurdistan Region Referendum. 
 In national parliaments situation as of 1st Nov 2021, World and Regional 
Average, the Inter-Parliamentary Union, 11 November 2021. 
Monthly ranking of women in national parliaments | Parline: the IPU’s Open Data Platform *   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kurdish Institute for Elections is a non-governmental, nonprofit organization 
established in 2002. Its mission is to help strengthen the democratic condition 
through raising awareness among the electorates, contributing to the electoral 
reforms and provide training for the elections observers, journalists as well as 
monitoring the democratic processes in the Kurdistan Region and Iraq. 

KIE Address: Iraq- Sulaymaniyah – Nergiz Neighborhood #148 – Alley #38 - House #23 – close to 
Binaiy Gas Station     
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Appendixes 
 

 Table Number -1-  
Women's quotas in the five rounds of Kurdistan's parliament 

 

Kurdistan's parliament rounds  
# 

Female 
# 

Male 
Total 

Electoral 
Lists 

Women 
quotas 

First 
 round  

1992 

The number of 
parliamentarians 

6 99 105 
Closed list 

Non 
available 

percentage 5,7% 94% 100% 

Second 
 round  

2005 

The number of 
parliamentarians 

27 84 111 
Closed list available 

percentage 24% 76% 100% 

Third 
 round  

2009 

The number of 
parliamentarians 

39 72 111 
Closed list available 

percentage 35% 65% 100% 

Fourth 
 round  

2013 

The number of 
parliamentarians 

34 77 111 Limited 
open list 

available 

percentage 31% 69% 100% 

Fifth 
 round  

2018 

The number of 
parliamentarians 

34 77 111 Limited 
open list 

available 

percentage 31% 69% 100% 
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Table Number -2-  
Women won seats in Kurdistan's parliament through quotas or by transferable 

votes in the fifth election round. 
Won women seats 

by quota  
Women Seats by 

 transferable votes  
Total  

PDK women parliamentarians 

12 seats by quota  2 won women seats by transferable votes 14 

PUK women parliamentarians 

1 seat by quota  5 won women seats by transferable votes 6 

Gorran movement women parliamentarians 

1 seat by quota  3 won women seats by transferable votes 4 

New generation women parliamentarians 

2 seats by quota  None won women seats by transferable votes 2 

Islamic komal women parliamentarians 

2 seats by quota  None won women seats by transferable votes 2 

Islamic yakgrtw women parliamentarians 

2 seats by quota  None won women seats by transferable votes 2 

Minorities women parliamentarians 

3 won seats 
 by quota  

1 won women seats by 
 transferable votes 

4 

23 seats 11 seats 34 seats 
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Table Number -3-  
 

The percentage of women's quotas in the 
Internal regulations of the Iraqi Kurdistan region’s political Parties 

 

Political parties  
The regulation Parties' percentage 

women's quotas 

PDK  10%  

PUK  20%  

Gorran movement  8%  

New generation movement  Struggle to reach (50%)  

Islamic komal   10%  

Islamic yakgrtw  )25 (%not less than  

 


